
2023 SKODA Karoq 110TSI Style NU

$46,590 Drive Away

Category: Demo
Kilometres: 4915 kms
Colour: Velvet Red
Transmission: Automatic
Body: Suv
Drive Type: Front Wheel Drive
Fuel Type: Petrol - Premium ULP
Engine: 1.4 Litres
Reg Plate: FEU39Z
Cylinders: 4 cylinders
Stock #: 413487
VIN: TMBKC7NU3P5076443 

Dealer: Allan Mackay Autos
Address: 243-245 Argyle Street, Moss Vale NSW 2577
Phone: 02 4869 1100

Dealer Comments

Demo MY23.5 Skoda Karoq Style |



We are Family Owned, Multi-Franchise Dealer located conveniently South of Sydney
Prepare to be captivated by the unparalleled excellence of the Skoda Karoq. Engineered to redefine luxury,
performance, and sophistication, this car is the epitome of automotive perfection.
'' Exquisite Performance:
Experience a seamless blend of power and efficiency with the Skoda Karoq. Its range of powerful yet fuel-efficient
engines ensures a dynamic driving experience, providing both exhilarating performance and exceptional fuel
economy.
'' Timeless Elegance:
Command attention wherever you go with the Karoq's striking design. From its sleek lines to its sophisticated
silhouette, this car exudes elegance and style at every angle. The spacious interior is meticulously crafted with
premium materials and boasts ample legroom and headspace for an unparalleled driving comfort.
'' Cutting-Edge Technology:
Step into the future with the Skoda Karoq's state-of-the-art technology. Featuring an intuitive infotainment system,
advanced driver-assistance features, and connectivity options, every drive becomes a seamless journey filled with
convenience and safety.
'' Versatile Performance:
Whether cruising through city streets or embarking on long journeys, the Skoda Karoq is your perfect companion.
With its spacious cargo area, intelligent storage solutions, and innovative features, it adapts effortlessly to your
lifestyle and every adventure you undertake.
'' Your Ultimate Driving Companion:
Discover a new level of driving sophistication with the Skoda Karoq. Visit our dealership today to experience
firsthand the perfect harmony of luxury, performance, and innovation that the Karoq can offer.

* If the price does not contain the notation that it is "Drive Away No More to Pay", the price may not include additional costs, such as stamp duty and other government
charges. Please confirm price and features with the seller of the vehicle.
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